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Powerful, enchanting and inspiring mystical and contemporary Indigenous music which stirs the soul,

moves the spirit and deeply touches the heart. 23 MP3 Songs WORLD: Native American, FOLK: Gentle

Details: John Two-Hawks, a preeminent master of the indigenous flute and winner of multiple NAMMY

nominations, delivers a masterpiece of musical expression with this new self titled two CD set. With

"Two-Hawks", JTH stretches his musical wings further than ever before, demonstrating his incredible

artistic talent with exciting new songs of love, loss, and beauty. 'Signature One' (CD-1) is packed with

some of the most fantastic Native flute and traditional styled music JTH has ever released. While

'Signature Two' (CD-2) continues in this vein, it invites the listener into a whole new side of John

Two-Hawks with an offering of several beautiful folk/flute songs intertwined within more powerful

American Indian flute and traditional styled songs. The result is an Indigenous musical CD Set like you've

never heard before. "Two-Hawks" is rich with powerful and deeply moving music of the spirit, soul and

heart.... John Two-Hawks, a multiple NAMMY nominated artist who has contributed his incredible music

to platinum-selling projects, is regarded as one of the top Native American flute players in the world. His

powerful, enchanting music and medicine teachings are loved by people across the globe. A master of

literally dozens of instruments, Two-Hawks is especially esteemed for captivating audiences with his

haunting cedar flutes and amazing voice. His many best-selling CDs, including 'Good Medicine', 'Honor',

HEAL and 'Traditions', have earned him a distinguished reputation as one of the world's premier Native

American musicians. John Two-Hawks is a beautiful, gentle soul, as well as a brilliant composer, and this

all comes through in his wonderful, one-of-a-kind music.
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